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Abstract: Cardiac arrhythmias such as atrial fibrillation occur frequently in industrialized countries. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is a standard treatment if drug therapy fails.
This minimally invasive surgery aims at stabilizing the heart
rhythm on a permanent basis. However, the procedure commonly needs to be repeated because of the high recurrence
rate of arrhythmias. Non-transmural lesions as well as gaps
within linear lesions are among the main problems during the
RFA. The assessment of lesion formation is not adequate in
state of the art procedures. Therefore, the aim of this study
is to investigate the short-term reversibility of lesions using
human electrograms recorded by a high-density mapping system during an electrophysiological study (EPS). A predefined
measurement protocol was executed during the EPS in order
to create three ablation points in the left atrium. Subsequently,
after preprocessing the recorded signals, electrogram (EGM)
paths were formed along the endocardial surface of the atrium.
By analyzing changes of peak to peak amplitudes of unipolar EGMs before and after ablation, it was possible to distinguish lesion area and healthy myocardium. The peak to peak
amplitudes of the EGMs decreased by 40-61% after 30 seconds of ablation. Furthermore, we analyzed the morphological
changes of EGMs surrounding the lesion. High-density mapping data showed that not only the tissue, which had direct
contact with the catheter tip during the RFA, but also the surrounding tissue was affected. This was demonstrated by low
peak to peak amplitudes in large areas with a width of 14 mm
around the center of the ablation lesion. After right pulmonary
vein isolation, high-density mapping was repeated on the previous lesions. The outer region of RFA-treated tissue appears
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to recover as opposed to the central core of the ablation point.
This observation suggests that the meaningfulness of an immediate remap after ablation during an EPS may lead the physician to false conclusions.
Keywords: Radiofrequency ablation, cardiac mapping, electrograms, signal processing.

1 Introduction
Atrial fibrillation is a widespread heart disease in an aging society [1]. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is a standard treatment if drug therapy fails. In a large-scale study with 1300
subjects, success without antiarrhythmic drugs was achieved
in only 40.7% of the patients [2, 3]. Magnetic resonance imaging can be used to visualize the ablation lesions [4]. In order
to evaluate the short term reversibility of RFA lesions, we retrospectively analyzed electrogram (EGM) data obtained during the procedure. Study in humans showed that unipolar signals are useful to identify ablation lesions [5]. The aim of our
study is to investigate the short-term reversibility of lesions
using human EGMs recorded by a high-density mapping system during an electrophysiological study (EPS). In this study,
the left atrium was mapped using an Orion (Boston Scientific)
catheter. Three ablation points were set in the left atrium. The
ablated regions were analyzed and, after a break of 40 minutes,
remapped to identify possible changes of EGMs. EGM amplitude in the remap after the right pulmonary vein (PV) isolation
increased again compared to the map after the third ablation.

2 Methods
2.1 Clinical Scenario
The EPS carried out at the Städtisches Klinikum Karlsruhe
employs several measuring instruments. The acquired data set
contains continuous measurements recorded by several intracardiac catheters and surface electrocardiograms (ECGs). The
Orion mapping catheter has a total of 64 electrodes. These
are distributed in eight splines with eight electrodes each. The
electrode area is 0.4 mm2 and the electrodes are 2.5 mm apart
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(a)

Fig. 1: EGM paths ( ) passing the center of the ablation point
cloud 𝑃𝑃¯ ( ). 𝑋𝑋 location of ablation points. The eight paths form
four connected paths. Posterior view of the left atrium.

on each spline. This catheter will be referred to as high-density
mapping catheter in the following.
The clinical setup for the study is as follows. First, the left
atrium was completely mapped with the Orion catheter yielding the virtual left atrial anatomy and the initial voltage map.
Subsequently, three points were ablated in relatively large distance on the line on which the left PV isolation will isolate the
left PVs later. The points were at the level of the left superior
PV, at the level of the left inferior PV and between them.
The ablation procedure followed a protocol which was
approved by the local ethics committee: First, the ablation
catheter was kept stable at the desired position and EGMs were
recorded. Then the catheter ablated at the same position for
30 seconds with an ablation power between 25 and 40 W. Finally, the catheter measured and ablated again for 30 seconds.
After this step, a remap of the affected area was performed
using the ablation catheter. The same area was also remapped
with the Orion catheter. Approximately 40 minutes later, after
the right PV isolation, another remap of the entire atrium was
acquired with the Orion catheter.

2.2 Electrogram Processing
First, the relevant recordings were extracted from exported
mapping data using Matlab R2017b. The initial raw data were
filtered by a high- and low-pass filter with cut-off frequencies of 1 Hz and 300 Hz respectively. Segments with overlapping ventricular far field were blanked by detecting the QRScomplex of the ECG [6]. After further filtering of disturbances,
such as 50 Hz noise, the data was divided into ECG, Coronary
Sinus (CS), Orion and ablation data. This was followed by the

(b)
Fig. 2: Comparison of remap after all three ablations (a) with
remap after right PV isolation (b). The areas between the left inferior and the superior PV displaying small amplitudes ( ) shrink.

atrial activity detection. Individual EGMs were selected in the
signals. The position of each electrode within the atrium was
known for all points in time. This information was used to reconstruct the distance to the endocardial surface and to sort out
any EGM that was not recorded < 5 mm to the endocardium.
For the detection of atrial activities, we used EGMs
recorded with the CS catheter. From the first six electrodes
bipolar EGMs were computed. The seventh and the most proximal electrode were used for pacing and excluded from data
analysis. Bipolar EGMs are advantageous because they emphasise the local signal and reduce far field components. The
Non-linear Energy Operator (NLEO) was used to determine
the energy of the signal [7]. Then, local EGM activity was defined by NLEO values above a threshold of 0.2 (a.u.) and can
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2.4 Formation of Adequate EGM
Pathways on the Lesion
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Fig. 3: Comparison of remap after third ablation ( ) with remap
after right PV isolation ( ). Center point of point cloud of ablation
catheter during ablation ( ). Low peak to peak amplitudes ( ) in a
distance from 2-16 mm. Only amplitudes ( ) near the catheter tip,
which is shown as center point ( ), did not recover.

be described by a step function:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

{︃

1, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(1)

0, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

Now all three step functions were added together and a final
step function was created. Each signal window defined by the
step function could be applied again to the NLEO. Where it
is maximum, the atrial activity was detected. This time, there
was no threshold needed because there was only one bipolar
EGM and one maximum of the NLEO within a window.
The point closest to the endocardial surface was searched
for the location of each activation time and an interpolated
three-dimensional map was rendered with Paraview 5.4.1.

2.3 Determination of Catheter Position
During RFA
A midpoint of the point cloud 𝑃𝑃¯ from the ablation catheter for
each individual ablation lesion was calculated as described in
equation 2. This point corresponded to the area in which the
effects of ablation on the tissue were assumed to be severest.
𝑃𝑃¯ assembles all catheter positions during ongoing ablation.
⎛

⎜
𝑃𝑃¯ = ⎝

1
𝐽𝐽
1
𝐽𝐽
1
𝐽𝐽

⎞
∑︀𝐽𝐽
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1
∑︀𝐽𝐽
⎟
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ⎠ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 1, 2, ..., 𝐽𝐽
∑︀𝑖𝑖=1
𝐽𝐽
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

(2)

A position of an electrode of the Orion with the shortest distance to the endocardium was searched for each ablation point.
Starting from this point, a circle was created on the surface
with an individual predefined radius. Then, in 45∘ increments,
eight points on the circle were selected. For each of the eight
points, a vector was formed starting from the center of the
point cloud. Intermediate points were defined at regular in(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
tervals, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
, along this vector. From each of
100
these intermediate points, measurement points were searched
within a predefined radius of 2 mm. Thus, eight paths were
generated with measuring points and their exact positions as
shown in Figure 1. The paths covered a complete area around
the ablation point.

3 Results
Figure 2 shows that the EGM amplitude in the Orion remap
after the right PV isolation increased again compared to the
Orion remap after the third ablation. Only the center of the
point cloud 𝑃𝑃¯ did not recover.
Figure 3 shows the peak to peak values along connected
path 1 starting from the direction of the right PVs in direction of the left PVs (see Figure 1). Only amplitudes near the
catheter tip, which is shown as center point, did not recover
after a time of 40 minutes.
Now, templates were formed from adjacent EGMs along
all four connected paths and compared with each other after
the creation of the three ablation lesions and after the right PV
isolation (see Figure 4). The template building sections consisted of five equally sized areas along the path. The amplitudes at the beginning and end of the paths recovered after the
right PV isolation.

4 Discussion
In this study, three ablation lesions were examined after a waiting period of approximately 40 minutes using a high-density
mapping catheter. It turned out that an ablation point is not
precisely reflected in the voltage map. Instead, low peak to
peak voltages prevail in a larger area around the center of ablation. This could result from the surrounding tissue be warmed
up during ablation and having a reduced conductivity due to
the temperature change. The remap after the right PV isolation showed a large area, diameter ≥ 14 mm, of small peak
to peak amplitudes. A first explanation is the fact that the ab-
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tion of durable scar tissue. This insight raises the question to
what extent a remap directly after ablation is meaningful and
presents new challenges for future scientific work in the field
of high-density mapping after RFA.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of templates after the three ablations (a, c,
e, g) and after right PV isolation (b, d, f, h). Path 1 (a, b), Path 2
(c, d), Path 3 (e, f), Path 4 (g, h). Distance from start- to end-point
(0-18 mm
).

lation catheter could not be kept completely stable during the
ablation procedure, due to cardiac contraction and respiratory
motion. This entails points where the catheter touched the endocardial surface for a short time interval during the ablation
procedure. A first assumption suggests that irreversible lesions
were created only in the places of a longer stay during the ablation.
The remap immediately after ablation and approximately
40 minutes later indicated that low peak to peak amplitudes in
the acute phase may reflect the formation of edema or temperature related effects, rather than being indicative for the forma-
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